
Category Expectation

Curriculum Inclusivity and Representation

The curriculum is meticuloously designed to not only acknowledge but celebrate the profound contributions, intricate history, and vibrant cultures of Black individuals. Employing 
a holistic approach, an extensive range of resources reflecting these invaluable societal and cultural contributions are seamlessly woven into the fabric of every subject area, 
fostering a truly inclusive educational environment. Encouraging open dialogue, students are prompted to engage in candid discussions about the enduring systemic injustices 
affecting the Black community, with age-appropriate strategies carefully integrated. Furthermore, the curriculum empowers students by introducing actionable steps they can 
take to actively resist attempts to erase Black history.

Equity in Disciplinary Actions

The empirical data reveals a significant achievement: there are no discernible racial disparities in disciplinary actions within the educational institution.  There is a proven 
commitment (measured in outcomes) to equity and fairness, where every student is treated with respect and receives equal opportunities for restorative justice.  The institution 
emphasizes restorative practices over punitive measures as a cornerstone of the disciplinary approach, fostering a nurturing environment that prioritizes understanding, 
reconciliation, and growth.  Through intentional use of restorative justice principles, behavioral issues are addressed with cultivate empathy, accountability, and community 
cohesion among students, staff, and stakeholders.

Staff and Leadership Representation

The staff and leadership embody the vibrance of racial diversity found within the student body, with a deliberate emphasis on ensuring representation from the Black 
community, particularly in positions of authority and influence. A proven commitment to inclusivity that extends beyond mere tokenism.  Clear pathways  to create an 
environment where individuals of all backgrounds feel valued, empowered, and heard.  Cultivation of a diverse leadership team that mirrors the demographics of the student 
population, and strategies to enrich the educational experience with varied perspectives while providing strong role models and mentors for students.  Continued and 
documented efforts to enhance cultural competency that fosters a sense of belonging.

Engagement with Black Families and Communities

Establishing regular and meaningful engagement with Black families and communities is at the  cornerstone of your approach, fostering a sense of partnership and collaboration.  
Implementation of robust feedback mechanisms designed to actively solicit input and insights, ensuring that the voices of Black families and communities are not only heard but 
also deeply integrated into the decision-making processes that shape your policies and practices. Prioritizing the cultivation of an environment of mutual respect and 
understanding, where the lived experiences and perspectives of Black families and communities are valued and honored.  Thoughtful ways to to co-create policies and practices 
that authentically reflect the needs and aspirations of your Black students and families.

Treatment and Involvement of Black School Board Members
**Use for Governance ONLY**

Ensuring equitable representation of Black board members in leadership roles stands as a fundamental pillar of your organizational ethos, showing equitable outcomes and 
commitment to diversity, inclusion, and equitable decision-making processes.  Proven strategies exemplifying that your Black leaders are not just passive figures on the board; 
rather, they are actively engaged in shaping the strategic direction of your institution.  Black baord members' input is not only sought after but also deeply respected and valued, 
serving as a vital catalyst for innovation, accountability, and responsiveness to the needs of thecommunity.  Black board members play pivotal roles in decision-making.

Policies and Practices

A comprehensive set of anti-discrimination policies, explicitly prohibiting all forms of racism, "micro"aggressions, and bias.  Clear and accessible procedures for reporting any 
incidents of discrimination or harassment, ensuring swift and appropriate action is taken to address such behavior.  Active and transparent investment in diversity training for all 
staff members, equipping them with the necessary tools to recognize and address implicit bias while promoting cultural competence throughout your institution.  Ensuring these 
concerted efforts not only uphold your values of fairness and respect but also foster a welcoming and supportive environment for all members of the community.

Support Systems

Dedication to providing comprehensive support for the academic and personal growth of Black students underscored through a range of tailored initiatives.  Mentorship 
programs and opportunities are specifically designed to offer guidance and encouragement, fostering confidence and success.  Ensuring equitable access to resources such as 
tutoring, study groups, and enrichment programs to bolster academic achievement.  Additionally, counseling services are attuned to the unique social and emotional needs of 
Black students, with culturally competent counselors available to provide empathetic support.  Facilitation of spaces for connection and advocacy through affinity groups and 
student organizations, empowering Black students to share experiences, build community, and advocate for their needs in a supportive environment.

Physical Environment

Upkeep of facilities to ensure they provide a clean, well-lit, and conducive environment for learning, reflecting commitment to nurturing academic excellence. Safety is 
paramount and implementation of robust measures to safeguard the physical security of students, staff, and visitors, fostering a sense of trust and reassurance within the 
community. School environment is enriched with representations of Black culture and history, with artwork, posters, and displays serving as vibrant reminders of the 
contributions and resilience of Black individuals. Dedication to fostering inclusivity by incorporating accessibility features that accommodate students with disabilities or mobility 
limitations, ensuring equitable access to educational opportunities for all members of the community.


